
CSE 105
Haskell Assignment 2

Due: Friday October 21, 2016

Instructions

This is an optional Haskell programming assignment for extra credit. (See course webpage for
details.) You can collaborate with other students on the solution of this assignment, but you
should write your own solutions and submit them individually. If you need help with Haskell,
read the introductory material posted on the course webpage, and post questions on piazza
under the Haskell tag.

In this assignment we will consider the problem of DFA minimization, and the related Myhill
Nerode Theorem mentioned in Homework Set 3 Problem 3, and Sipser Problems 1.51 and 1.52.
By the end of this assignment you will have designed and implemented a Haskell program that
on input a DFA M , outputs another DFA M ′ with the smallest possible number of states that
accepts the same language L(M ′) = L(M). As a starter, you should try to solve Sipser Problems
1.51 and 1.52, as they present the theoretical ideas underlying the algorithmic solution of the
DFA state minimization problem.
For each problem, we are providing a starter file Haskell21.hs, Haskell22.hs, Haskell23.hs,
Haskell24.hs, Haskell25.hs, as well as some support functions in DFA.hs. As a solution, you
should complete the definitions in the five starter files, and submit all 5 files using the command
bundleP2 on ieng6. You can test your solutions in the usual way, by desining some input DFAs
in JFLAP, loading them in ghci with the command readDFA from DFA.hs, and running your
programs on them. Then you can test the result either by running evalDFA on the resulting
DFA, or by saving the DFA to a file with writeDFA and looking at the result of your program
in JFLAP. See Haskell Assignment 1 for more details on testing. All haskell files can be
either downloaded from the course webpage, or copied from the $PUBLIC/HW3 directory on ieng6.

Key Concepts Deterministic finite automata (DFA), closure properties of regular languages
(again!), indistinguishable strings, Myhill-Nerode theorem, DFA state minimization.

1. Starting form the file Haskell21.hs, write a haskell program delPrefix that on input a DFA M and
a string w (over the alphabet of M), outputs a DFA for the language

Lw = {u | wu ∈ L(M)}.

Hint: This is similar to a problem you have already solved in the Haskell Assignment 1.

2. Starting from the file Haskell22.hs, write haskell programs diffDFA that on input two DFAs M1 and
M2 over the same alphabet Σ, outputs a DFA for the symmetric difference of the two languages

∆(L(M1), L(M2)) = (L(M1) ∪ L(M2))− ( L(M1) ∩ L(M2)).

Hint: Again, you have solved a very similar problem before.

3. Starting from the file Haskell23.hs, implement a haskell program equivDFA that on input two DFAs M1

and M2 (over the same alphabet Σ) determines if they accept precisely the same language L(M1) = L(M2).
As a helper, we are providing a function findInput in DFA.hs that on input a DFA M , outputs a string
w ∈ L(M) if the language of M is not empty, and returns Nothing otherwise.

Hint: Build on the solution to Problem 2.



4. (Ref. Sipser Problem 1.51) Starting from the file Haskell24.hs, implement a haskell program
indistinguishable that on onput a DFA M and two string w1, w2 over the alphabet of M , determines if
w1 and w2 are indistinguishable by L(M), as defined in Sipser Problem 1.51.

Hint: Build on the solutions to Problems 1 and 4.

5. (Ref. Sipser Problem 1.52) Starting from the file Haskell25.hs, implement a haskell program that on
input a DFA M , outputs a DFA M ′ accepting the same language L(M) = L(M ′), but with the smallest
possible number of states.
As a helper, we are proving a function reachableStates (in DFA.hs), that on input a DFA M , outputs a
list of pairs (w, q) where q ranges over the set of all states reachable from the start state of M , and w is a
string that takes M from the start state to q.
This is the last and most challenging part of this assignment. So, you can expect it will require some effort.
But we can reassure you that the problem can be solved (given all the parts you already got) in less than
10 lines of code.

Hint: Use the reachableStates and indistinguishable functions, and output an automaton of type DFA

String.


